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its influence on the Puerto Rican reality. This month we will be looking at the African influence that is also very much part of the Puerto
Rican existence. This issue contains a very special insert , but unlike
the section on Tainos which was from a historical perspective, this one
is about culture specifically art. The articles and art within this insert
are part of an upcoming exhibit to be held in Humboldt Park.
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This exhibit celebrates African-American and Puerto Rican art and
expression. Several artists such as African American woman, MargaSpecial Insert:
ret Burroughs to Puerto Rican artists Ramon Lopez and Julio Flores Celebrating African-American and
will be showcasing a wonderful array of art. We hope you will enjoy our
Puerto Rican Art
special insert and learn much from it. Que Ondee Sola would like to
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thank all artists involved for allowing us to be part of this exhibition.
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Also in this issue is an article on the Vieques saga. The saga has reached
a boiling point. Governor of Puerto Rico Pedro Rossello agreed to
Boricua
President Clinton's plan on how to deal with Vieques. Rossello's decipage 14-15
sion has broken the consensus of "not one more bomb" and protesters ..._
will probably be arrested within the month. For more info visit - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
1.1
QueOndeeSolaispublishedatNorthwww.en di.com & www.viequesiinre.or~.
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___________...

Another important section deals with the newspaper of Boricua. We
are hoping to bring this newspaper to NEIU because of its quality and
ability to provoke our minds. Visit QOS for copies of Boricua.
Much more is included in this edition of Que Ondee Sola, as you'll
read. Again, we hope that you enjoy this issue and learn something
new. See you next issue- March 2000!
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A Day of Remembrance
By Enrique Salgado, Jr.
On January 6, 2000 in Paseo
Boricua over three thousand people
came to celebrate Dia Dellos Reyes .
On that day in Puerto Rico every
single agency, bank, school, and
even the United States post office
was closed, it was a national day of
celebration. In Humboldt Park
over 1,200 gifts were given out to the
children of the community, and was
the fifth annual celebration of this
tradition. For my family it was a day
of remembrance, especially for my
grandfather.

about this day that they had almost
forgotten.

In December of 1906 the president
of the United States then Theodore
Roosevelt visits Puerto Rico and
sends a letter to Congress stating the
Puerto Ricans have not realized
their full citizen ship. That same
month the Secretary of Education,
then Edwin Dexter begins to reform

In the bible the Three wise men ( or
kings) were led to a manger, were
Jesus Christ was born, and they
presented to Jesus gifts. This day
among Puerto Ricans is the day we
give and receive gifts; not on Christmas Day but on Three Kings Day.
In Puerto Rico people dress as the
Three Kings and ride around the
island on pasofino's (native horses
in Puerto Rico) giving gifts and
candy to the children. As the story
was explained to me by my grandparents was that on this day children would go out into the field and
cut long stalks of grass to put under
their beds for the three kings horses
to eat in exchange for their gifts. The
kings whose names my grandfather
really could not remember was insignificant but one, Melchor.
Melchor was the black King from
Africa and the wisest one, which is
why he was in the middle on a white
horse. As I sat there listening I
wanted to know why it was so significant to them to have me ask

the school system in Puerto Rico , he
makes English mandatory, elimi nates Dia de los Reyes and incorporates Independence Day into the
school calendar. This happens all
over the island.
Dia de los Reyes in Puerto Rico has
always been celebrated, but for the
Puerto Rican that were migrated to
the United States this day was somewhat lost. Some families k ept some
of the tradition alive like parrandas
(parades of people celebrating from
house to house; somewhat like caroling) but the day itself was consumed by Christmas. My grandfather told me that he felt dumb for
not passing that tradition on to his
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kids, because it was part of their
history, and that he was glad to see
it celebrated again amongst Puerto
Ricans. Ninety-four years later in
Humboldt Park Puerto Ricans
have reclaimed a tradition that they
almost forgot about.

QUE 0NDEE SOIA
WHAT THE PRESIDENT WAS
REALLY THINKING
PRESIDENT (LINTON'S SPEECH ON VIEQUES BOMBING
[WITH (LINTON'S THOUGHTS IN BRACKETS]

-Anonymous
My fellow citizens [you are second-class
citizens, really, and I don't really know
you or care about you but, hey, Rossello
and his people have raised tons of
dough for me and... let me get started
here], last April there was a tragic accident at the Navy range on Vieques
["there was", that's a good one, sort of
like "mistakes were made'} I deeply
regret the loss the family of David
Sanes [about ten months too late, but
what the hell], and the suffering of others injured on that day [and by the time
others are killed or injured, it will no
longer be on my watch, so what do I
care].
That accident ["accident ", ha ha] focused attention on the longstanding
concerns ["concerns", nice euphemism]
of the island about training operations
[I won't mention cancer, napalm, depleted uranium, environmental, ecological and public health disasters, constant violations ofevery agreement and
law imaginable, etc.] It led to a strong
view in the Commonwealth that the
Navy should end its training on
Vieques. I understand why many
people feel that way. [/feel your pain,
but brace yourselffor more years ofpain
... I'll be out of office soon anyway, so
deal with Dubya or Al].
At the same time, as Commander in
Chief[/ hope they don't remember I'm
a draft-dodging former liberal], I must
do all I can to ensure that our servicemen and women get the very best train-

ing possible [At any cost, of course, as
long as it doesn't hurt me politically or
dry up any financial contributions]. I
know you understand that. [Not really,
but since I have a bunch of Benedict
Arnolds like R ossello
down there, let him try
to convince the Ricans
that this blank check to
the Navy is good for
them]. Many Puerto
Ricans have served
with real distinction in
our Armed Forces. You
have never turned your back on your duty to
share in the defense of
our country. [Thank
God Rossello turned his back on
Vieques, because now it'll be easier for
us to remove those who are defending
Vieques in the bombing zone].
For more than 50 years, Vieques has
been a central part of our training for
the Atlantic fleet [Never mind how we
occupied it and never mind that we've
forced the population to dwindle from
20,000 to 9,400... and we wouldn't be
going through this mess if that plan to
forcibly relocate them to St. Croix had
been implemented.] The reason this is
such a difficult issue is because right
now there are no alternative sites that
provide the same combined training
opportunities. [Whatever that means.
Like we've really looked for "alternative sites". No need to. Romero signed
that worthless piece ofpaper in '83, and
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now Rossello agreed to a similar piece
of junk in 2000. Rossello and I have
just assured that the Navy will remain
in Vieques indefinitely. Who cares
about "alternative sites"?]

Between later this year and early 2002,
the people of Vieques will vote. [Yeah,
that's self-determination, only I say who
votes, the Navy says when, and I define
the options. Man, Rossello has been a
usefulfool for me, but even I didn't think
he'll go this far!] In that vote, the
people of Vieques will be asked to
choose between two alternatives.
[Slower murder by lethal injection or
faster murder by firing squad]. If they
choose the first alternative, the Navy
will cease all training on Vieques and
leave the island by May 1, 2003. [Ha,
ha, not in your lifetime!] If they choose
the other alternative, training will continue on Vieques on terms that will be
presented in detail at least three
months before the vote [Man, if I spell
out this alternative here, this hard-sell
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won't work as well. Hell, I'm just investing a couple of minutes taping this
crap and in return I'm now cool with
the Pentagon, the Navy and the Republican Congress, all in an election year.
Not a bad deal!].

First, during the period leading up to
the vote, I am ordering the training
done on Vieques will be limited to nonexplosive ordnance [Hopefully people
won't remember that the Navy has admitted that they can be more dangerous than live bombs. Then again, who
cares?], meaning there will be no live
fire [Right, and no napalm, uranium,
Agent Orange ... Last week the Pentagon and the Navy were adamant that
live fire on Vieques was indispensable
and non-negotiable and in a couple of
days they suddenly changed their
mind? Jeez, is this bull gonna fly?
Again, do I really care?]. I am also directing the Navy and Marine Corps to
cut in half the amount of time they will
spend training. [Right ... but foreign
military forces can continue to use
Vieques as they wish. And what court
is going to tell the Navy or Marines:
'No, you used up your 90 days. That's
it. Now you are going to have to
bomb ... er, oops, I forgot, there's no alternative site that meets our national
security needs ... Bombs away, boys!'
Does anyone even realize that's what going to happen? Let the next President
deal with this.]
Second, to address the problems
caused by past training [Like you can
bring back the dead. Like there's a cure
for cancer.], we will implement measures to meet the health, safety, environmental and economic concerns of
the people of Vieques. [Again, "meet
concerns". I love euphemisms!] Measures we will implement include positioning Navy ships to reduce noise [or
passing out earplugs, whichever is
cheaper for us]; development of a new

ferry pier and terminal [Didn't we
promise that a while ago?]; creating a
new commercial fishing area ["Toxic
Fish Area" has a nice ring to it]; temporary compensation for fishermen
[You bring us a dead fish, prove to us
how you were going to catch it, prove
that it died because of the Navy, and
then we'll talk]; expanding and improving roads [Again this is an old promise. But people forget]; a bioluminescent bay preservation program [The
bull is piling on, but I have to go on
here]; a job-training program for young
people [".if there were jobs in Vieques,
here's what you would do ... '1; providing land to extend the airport runway
[Wow! Call me Santa Claus!] ; and a
public health service study [Conducted
by Dr. Kevorkian?].
Third, I will also ask Congress [The
same Republican Congress who hates
my guts and impeached my ass] to begin transferring title to land on the
western quarter of the island to Puerto
Rico. [When hell freezes over].
To make this solution work I need your
help [Translation: "Any more traitors
out there?'1, I understand the deeply
held views people have on this issue.
[Again, /feel your pain, but brace yourseljfor more years of pain ... ]. I understand that for many residents the accident exacerbated old wounds about
the effect the training was having on
your quality of life [Death, injuries,
cancer, toxins, chemicals, poverty, unemployment, disregard, betrayals,
abuse, bombs, equal: "Effect on your
quality of life". "Can you not abuse
me and bomb my land, you are "affecting my quality of life"? Ha ha! Ain't
it grand being the President!] They
reflect a distrust that, unfortunately,
has been building for decades. [It was
built long ago, and this crap will only
add to it].
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But I believe this plan will help resolve the impasse over Vieques in the
fairest possible way [Resolving the impasse = Getting the protesters out and
going back to the good old days of
bombing], because it gives the people
most affected ["Affected" is right] by
the decision the ability to choose for
themselves what the future of their island will be [That is, do you want some
bombing with some money or a lot of
bombing with a lot of money? "No more
bombs" is off the ballot. Or do you really believe all this "right to self-determination" bull I keep talking about?].

I want to thank Governor Rossello for
his unceasing effort to work out a resolution ... [/ hope he doesn't notice that
I said "effort to work" rather than
"work"... you can only BS so much. I
do have to give him credit for sustaining the facade for so long]. Puerto
Ricans and the people ofVieques have
contributed greatly to our nation's security [Cannon fodder and sitting
ducks, if you ask me}; I am very grateful for that [I dodged the draft while
you Ricans fought for us]. And I hope
all of us can work together with our
Congress [Those no-good impeaching
bastards. They're going to laugh any
pro-Vieques initiative I propose right out
ofthe Capitol] and with the government
and Governor of Puerto Rico to implement this plan. [Yeah, work on "implementing this plan". Meanwhile, we'll
keep on bombing. Good luck].
Thank you [Rossello,for being such a
great pretender and masterful traitor]
and God bless you [Yes, start praying
to God, Vieques].

Stay tuned for more next month!

QUE 0NDEE SOLA

Mumia Abu Jamal:
Innocence awaiting Execution
By Andrea
Who is Mumia Abu-Jamal? He is a
man of conscious, voice, truth, courage, spirit.. .he is our brothers, our
fathers, and our sons. He is the
"voice of the voiceless", boldly raising his voice to educate the world of
the injustices inflicted upon the poor
and minority people, the suppressed,
oppressed , and repressed, the
masses of this country who formulate
its very foundations. He is a revolutionary, our revolutionary.
Mumia must be freed not only because he is innocent of the crime he
has been convicted of committing,
not only because he is incarcerated
for speaking the truth about the corrupt and racist Philadelphia police
department but because he speaks
the truth to u s, the people. The
people who are this country, whom
the police and government are here
to serve and protect. If we let this
man be murdered, are we not just as
guilty as his executioners are? For
we too hold the knowledge that ignites a fire within, individually a
spark, contributing to the global fire
lighting the path to justice ... justice
for all.
This is a critical time in the fight for
Mumia's life. In October, a death
warrant was signed by Pennsylvania
Governor Ridge to go on with the execution of Mumia for th e second
time. The first in 1995 was stopped

due entirely to the global activism
and voice that resounded through
marches, protests, petitions, etc.
This time Mumia's lawyers re quested a new evidentiary hearing,
petitioning for a writ of habeas
corpus. In this 129 page writ, 29
violations of Mumia's constitutional rights were cited in cluding but not limited to:
supp ression of evidence by
police and prosecutors; the
coercion of false testimony from witnesses;
trial Judge Albert F.
Sabo's persistent dis- i
play of bias and hostility against Mr. Jamal,
and Sabo's subsequent
failure to rescue him; police fabrication of evidence and
intimidation of witnesses; ineffective defense council in Mr.
Jamal's first trial, including councils failure to investigate evidence
or obtain expert witness testimony
on ballistics and pathology; the
court's refusal to allow Mr. Jamal
to represent himself; the fact that
Mr. Jamal was barred from the
courtroom in his own trial; the
state's use of all of its 11 peremptory challenges to strike Black
people from the jury, a practice
ruled unconstitutional; prosecutors
use of Mr. Jamal's involvement in
the Black Panther Party to argue
that he should be executed; sup-
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pression of evidence about police surveillance of Mr. Jamal.

If a new evidentiary hearing is not
granted, the trial ruled by Judge Sabo
stands as is, for good. All new evidence
and evidence suppressed by Judge
Sabo will not be admitted including:
The coronor's report stating that the
bullet fragment recovered from officer
Faulkner was from a .44/cal., Mumia's
licensed gun was a .38/cal. Conveniently, this fragment has been lost.
There is testimony by original prosecution witnesses stating they were co-
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erced and forced to lie by the Philly
police department about Mumia being the shooter, when in fact all have
come forward to say they saw another
individual running from the scene.
April 2000 is the projected time
that Mumia will make his next appearance in court. District Court
Judge Yohn has stated his decision
will be due in part to public outcry. If Judge Yohn turns down the petition, the next likely will be for Pennsylvania Governor Ridge to sign another death warrant. This time the Circuit Court of Appeals and the Supreme
Court are NOT required to hear any
futher appeals OR stay the death warrant. Penn. Governor Ridge has signed
179 death warrants, 106 of those for

An inmate of North State Prison in
Newark, New Jersey wrote this letter. This young man, Adrian
Torres, has been in touch with Que
Ondee Sola for about a year now.
We thank this compafiero and will
continue to be in contact with his
search for the knowledge of being
Puerto Rican! I would especially
like to thank him for his kind
words about my family. My family
and I will continue to be strong
and when I hear positive messages
it encourages me even more.
-Blanca Iris Rodr(guez

Greeting Brothers & Sisters,
First and foremost "Happy New
Year"! I have received Volume 28
No.9 November 1999 issue of Que
Ondee Sola. As always it is indeed

African Americans in a state that is
10% Black. Mumia and all others to
follow in his footsteps need our action
now!! You can hold teach-ins, forums,
or video showings. You can initiate special collections for his legal defense,
start a car carlfan or mass postering,
distribute leaflets and other information about Mumia. You can contact
Refuse&Resist! @(312) 683-5794 or
www.calyx.com/-refuse for more general information and about upcoming
local and national events. Education is
the key. It all starts with one person and
that person can make all the difference,
yet there is no mistaking the power of
unity. People from all walks oflife must
look beyond superficial differences, to
come together to see that we all want
and deserve fairness and respect. We

must fight and demand that these basic rights be applied to our brother,
Mumia Abu-Jamal, as well as all other
members of our family, our human family. In words of Pastor Martin
Niemoller; "First they came for the
communists, and I didn't speak up because I wasn't a communist. Then they
came for the Jews, and I didn't speak
up because I wasn't a Jew. Then they
came for trade unionist, and I didn't
speak up because I wasn't a trade
unionist. Then they came for the Catholics, and I didn't speak up because I
was a Protestant. Then they came for
me, and by that time no one was left to
speak up."
FREE MUMIA ABU-JAMAL!

a pleasure.

this battle with HIV/AIDS is mdeed a war.

Before I begin to proceed any further, I want to send my salute to
the sister (Blanca I. Rodriguez),
much respect and love . I read the
article she wrote: "AIDS and its
Effects on My Family". I felt that.
I'm sure a lot of brothers and sisters can relate to this epidemic
which is sadly affecting our people
(Latinos). We are being subjected
to the most dehumanizing tactic
(genocide). Once again the
struggle continues. For over 500
years now, our people have been
hammered out. Shaped, molded
and even tortured by the oppressor, this imperialist government.
But like the gold that we are we
have remained strong and never
tarnished. We are the sons and
daughters of warriors, who instilled
in us the courage and strength to
fight and become vi c torious over
any obstacle. Despite the fact that
we have lost and will continue to
lose the lives of many brothers and
sisters. No war has ever been won
with out sacrifice. Without a doubt,
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The author is an NEIU student.

We need more people like your
family (Blanca). I admire the bravery for sticking by your father
through all of this. It displays the
beauty of Love, Strength and Unity.
MAY HE REST IN PEACE.
Que Ondee Sola, thank you! I hope
that you can continue to send me
many issues in the future. Before I
end this letter. I was wondering if
you have any literature concerning
the Taino/ Arawak Indians . I'm really interested in knowing where
they originally arrived from before
migrating to Puerto Rico from
South America. If there is anything
you may have I would appreciate
it , and would be very grateful if you
could send it to me. I'm trying to
take our people back to the very
essence.
Much Love & Respect
Comrade Boogie!
Que Viva Puerto Rico Libre!

Special Insert:
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Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos Museum
Of Puerto Rican History And Culture

Pre,sents
Celebrating Our Third Root:
Saluting Black History Month
l

2739 W. Division Street • Thursday, February 17, 2000

l

6:30 p.m. admission free $5w/Dinner
Honoring Julia de Burgos
As part of its mission to promote Puerto Rican culture the Puerto Rican Museum will
be sponsoring an evening of art and poetry, in celebration of our Third Root -Our
African Heritage. This event will inaugurate an exhibit during February (Black History Month), by the following artists:
Julio Flores-young artist who has made a name for himself in and around Chicago
with his traditional Chiringas (Kite), in which he creates cartoons using Tafno icons
and Vejigante masks. As a result, a dynamic rendition of the art of chiringas combines with Afro-Boricua influence to continue a now three generation family tradition .
Ramon Lope z-Presents a woven tribute to Anansi, a West African mythological character who is the owner of all stories. Anansi is part of the African heritage of most
Carribean culture. And in Puerto Rico, Anansi is known as Compay Arana.
Collage de Las Americas-Included in this exhibit, Ester Soler Director of Collage de
Las Americas, displays a serious collection of fine Vejigante Masks by Puerto Rico's
most renowned artisans like Miguel Caraballo from Ponce and Carmelo Marrero (de
Corosal P.R.) who experiments with a nontraditional style of masks, made of gourd
with African and Taino motifs. Also, a collection of Reyes Magos and other traditional wood carvings.

Above: Photo of
Margaret Burroughs

Dr. Margaret Boroughs-This special collection of posters was donated to the Puerto
Rican Cultural Center by Dr. Boroughs herself, in solidarity with the Puerto Rican
community.
This event will coincide with the celebration of one of Puerto Rico's Most significant
poets, Julia de Burgos. During her life time she dealt with the theme of the African
presence in Puerto Rico, as well as the role of women in Puerto Rican history.
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Of Kites, Of Chiringas
By Julio Flores

1

'

In 1993, I learned how to make kites
by helping my father and grandfather
make kites in their homes. My grandfather, Abuelo, who lived in a retirement
home in Chicago's Humboldt Park
neighborhood, was amused by my sudden interest in kite-making. For him,
kites were merely a childhood pastime.
He hadn't built a kite for almost 20

sudden interest in kite-making sprang,
from a serious investigation of my family and culture.

flour paste used to hold the kite together were easy to find around the housing
project where he grew up.

Kite-making is a craft that Abuelo
learned as a boy in the coastal town of
Catano, Puerto Rico, where he was born
and raised. He and the other children
in his community learned from the

The kites of Catano, nicknamed
"chiringas", are traditionally hexagonal in
shape and a few feet in diameter. However,
there are some amazing variations based
on the design of the chiringa such as the

\
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years. And I couldn't recall my father
having ever built a kite. I, myself, discouraged by my commercial art experience, felt a sense of urgency to find an
outlet for my creative ideas, an outlet
that was both personally meaningful and
important. That outlet I sensed I had to
ultimately create myself. I realized that
a key to understanding my purpose in
life was to understand myself, and I began that understanding by looking no
further than my family. I remembered
from my childhood my father taking me
to the lakefront to fly an Easter kite that
Abuelo made for me. This is where my

adults and each other how to build and
fly kites of different varieties. It was a
seasonal activity like spinning tops or
floating paper boats. Each activity had
its time, and just like here in the states,
springtime encouraged kites because of
a consistent wind blowing in from the
beach. For Abuelo, toys from stores
were unheard of, so he learned to be creatively resourceful by building kites
from materials he found and saved.
These recyclable materials - discarded
tissue paper used to make the kite sails,
stems from dried palm leaves used to
make the kite spars, and home-made
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"taros", kites built for strength that can
exceed ten feet in height, and the beautiful eight-sided "estrellas", kites encircled
by a free-flowing ring of colorful paper
shapes. These are just some of the designs
Abuelo lear.ned how to make and refine,
designs that he ultimately taught to my
father and myself. It's an activity that everyone in the family could participate in,
then and now. Not only that, it encourages different families in the community
to get together. My father has told me sto-

Continued on page 12

Special Insert:
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Anansi, duefio de
todos la s cuentos
Ramon Lopez
lnadvertido y sile nte,
negrero.

Es

araiia

y

agazapado y vidente, Anansi esta en la galera de cada barco
es

humano,

personaje

legendario

de

la

region

occidente

del

continente africano. Hombre y mujer de la astucia, animal divinizado, criminal heroico
y

sabio.

Los

ancestros

expresar
perros

los
y

africanos
asuntos

pajaros,

relataban

morales

muchos

cuentos

comunitarios.

protagonizan

encuentros

de

Tigre,
en

aventuras

coneJO

y

tradiciones

de

animales

tortuga,
orales

para

serpientes,

y

comparten

enseiianzas sobre el azar y el destino y so b re las consecuencias de los actos de la
gente.
Anansi,

mas que ninguno, es personaJe que encarna la variedad mas compleja de
cuentos y situaciones. Su proposito pnmero es salirse con la suya. En ese esfuerzo

perenne triunfa gracias a
malicia.

Su

primordial

SU

astucia aunque a veces cae en la tramp a de

insistencia

es

SU

prop1a

su bsistencia,

sobretodo

SU

enredada

el

alimento

que asegura su sustento.
Alimento y subsistencia es la vida reducida de la gente esclavizada. Por
eso cuando la guerra lleno los barcos de esclavos vendidos y rumbo al
viaje del otro lado del mundo, Anansi vino a las tierras de las islas y las
costas de la region del Caribe.
Su

trabajo

e n tre

nosotros,

ademas

de

lo

antes

dicho,

es mantener la memoria de la diaspora africana . Ya una
vez en otros tiempos, Anansi gano el d e recho de poseer
y dar vida a los cuentos de la gente. Logro atrapar las
abejas,

la

serpiente

y

el

leopardo

srn

guerras

y

sin

batallas; mas bien con el poderfo de su malicia ingeniosa.
Como premio a su proeza gano el poder de los cuentos
y lo ha conservado siempre.
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En las tierras del Caribe -Anansi, Ananse, Aunt Nancy
/ Miss Nancy, Compay Arana- es cuenter@ de Jamaica, Barbados y Trinidad / Antigua, St. Croix,
Guyana y Puerto Rico y Haiti. En Surinam cualquier
cuento no importa de que sea el tema se llama Anansitori.
Anansi

es

un

personaj'e

burlador

y

muy

astuto como el oricha Elegua. Cada lunes
en la noche, ambos vienen a Chicago para
estar con Bomba-Ache. Este grupo de cuenteros narra
la historia boricua con bomba, plena y poesfa y da color a esa historia con tejido de tapiz. Como Anansi tej e
y cuenta, le gusta venir de lejos a compartir con nosotros. De su profunda memoria su elta el hilo de la
historia y con su apoyo y ayuda el cuento nos queda bien.

Art courtesy o/ Ramon Lopez

marabajo
en otra selva
tuve una voz dor:m.ida
que con un golpe de sol en los dedos alargados
invent6 la telaraiia
de su estirpe quedo yo
el inventor de la red
ahora tengo un taller abierto
en muchos paises internacionales
pero sus hilos y sus telares han sido intervenidos
por los m.ercenarios del poder armado
de manera que los tejedores que por cierto son poeta5
en vez de tejer y escribirme
tejen y mueren
tengo tainbien un mar de estrellas de araiias
por donde pasan los barcos del tiempo
asi
prefiero el am.or a los pies de una 1sla
y un horario que suspire segun amarro sus huracanes
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QUE 0NDEE SOIA
Continued from page 9
ries about Abuelo's intimidating taros,
how they required the control of several
people. And, there's the story about the
chiringas flown with string dusted with
powdered glass. These, my father would
fl y in fighting competitions with his
friends, each contestant skillfully maneuvering their kite to slash at the others'. I'm intrigued by the many kite stories told by my father, my grand£ ather,
and other elders alike. These rousing stories compare and contrast surprisingly
between the different Latinos who see
and recognize my kites. And, it's equally
surprising to hear how long it has been
since these storytellers last put their skills
in the sky. Today, even with the competition of technology and mass-produced
kites, people are still making banner-like
chiringas by hand with materials like
sheet plastic.
Indeed, I'm amazed by how rich, and involved, and complex a mere pastime can
be. In truth, the kites of Catano are an
ethnic arts tradition. I've embraced them
as such, and have shared my enthusiasm
with thousands of excited students of all
ages. I've picked up where Abuelo left off,
using my kites as canvases for imagery
that combines my interests - Taina iconography (symbols by the pre-Columbian
natives of Puerto Rico) and American
popular culture (including cartoons and
grocery store window advertising) .
For example, a kite I made for an organization in Humboldt Park depicts
Puerto Rico's beloved tree frog, the
coqul, with a pair of outstretched wings
representing a free, independent country. Perhaps I'm bridging a gap between
Latin- American traditions and contemporary kiting today, which grows through
a sub-culture of artists worldwide building functional fiber sculptures that challenge the laws of physics. Through my

"Angel"
kite-making workshops, I invite families
to continue their kite-making and flying traditions, and to exchange these traditions with other families. Since I live
on the fringes of West Town, a community with a large Latino population, I
meet many parents who ask me how they

could get their children enrolled in my
workshops to enjoy an activity that sparks
cherished memories. If I haven't discovered my purpose already, kite-making has
truly led me in the right direction. I'm
unearthing my roots through connections I'm making within the community.

Artwork courtesy of Julio Flores
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What & Who is the
Northeastern Programming Board?
By Maura Aparicio
The purpose of Northeastern
Programming Board (NPB) is to
provide a comprehensive program of social, cultural, and
educational events and activities, which will enhance the
quality of student's life at the
University.

to help make all of these programs possible. The coordinators are paid students who help
organize and plan events. Board
members are required to attend
meeting that are scheduled
twice a month in order to discuss the type of programs that
we believe that students will enjoy and learn from. It is the
coordinator's job to make sure
that these programs become a
reality. Board members are also
required to help with the programs. Most board members
volunteer for an hour at each
event and they help the coordinator make sure that the
events are a success.

The goals that NPB has for
2000 are to bring more social
programs that the students and
their families will enjoy. NPB
wants to create programs that
will allow students to interact
with other students while ha ving fun. NPB is looking at new
programs that will allow the students to experience college life
to the fullest. In regards to our
coffeehouse, we plan on bring- The NPB Board is currently looking more multicultural bands in ing for individuals who are en ce lebration of the great diver- ergetic and feel that they can help meet
sity at Northeastern. We believe our goals. For those of you who enjoy
that this will allow students to campaigning, there will be four Board
learn more about the different member openings in early April. These
cultures that surrounds them. four openings are by election and the
NPB is also trying to work with election packet can be picked up in the
other organizations in order to Student Activity Office after February
co-sponsor programs that will 21st. Being a Board member brings a
enhance student life. We_.....,,.,..,,__ _,,._ _
feel that by working with
other organizations, we
will be able to bring more
programs that the students want.

lot of responsibility, but with it comes
new friends, fun and exciting experiences. If you believe you are this person or would like more information on
what NPB does you can reach us at
773-794-6146.
We are always looking for new ideas
on how we can improve the programs
we bring on campus. If you have some
suggestions please feel free to contact
us or to drop by our office. Again, the
NPB phone number is 773-794-6146
and we are located at E-041. We will
welcome all suggestions and ideas that
students and faculty might have on how
to improve our programs.

Maura Aparicio is currently the
Chair of NPB.
Editor's Note: Check NPB 's activities througout this semester.
They're sure to be FUN!!!

The Northeastern Programming
Board
consists
of
eight-board
member and 3 coordinators .
The board memit
hers have all volunteered_,..·,- .........,

Photos show a few of
NPB's current staff!
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PUERTO <BORICUA> RICAN
MEDIA
By Ruben Gerena
For years I wondered how it would
feel, to go to Puerto Rico. I wondered
how I would react to the reality in
the island, and if I would recognize
the scenery from that of the images
in my dreams. For Puerto Ricans that
have been born in th e U.S. tim e
doesn't go by were we don't think of
the island and the reality that effects
both Puerto Ricans at home and
Puerto Ricans who have made the
U.S. their home. Since the 1940's,
Puerto Ricans have ma intained a
linkage to the island, in hopes of returning to Boriquen. For over 100
years Puerto Rico has been able to
maintain a strong sense of nationalism and pride amongst the dominate
society. This in itself is what Puerto
Ricans have been known for, wherever you go in the states where
Puerto Ricans reside you will find a
proud people.
The resistan ce that Puerto Ricans
have displayed in not classifying
themselves as Americans has been
one like no other. Puerto Ricans have
been able to withstand the vicious
right hand of colonialism, through
the use of culture and by maintaining a sense of identity. The attacks
that have plagued the Puerto Rican
communities and Puerto Rico have
been reported but never truly understood. Now we have a voice that will
represent our side of the story, which
is in the form of Boricua. No, this
isn't a new Puerto Rican super hero

it's a newspaper that has come out of
Chicago to represent the Puerto
Rican voice.
Recently, in an informal interview
with the editor of Boricua Ram6n
L6pez he stated, "The reception of
the newspaper has been one of happiness and acceptance both on the
island and the U.S .. " When I asked
Mr. L6pez to tell me a little about the
publication he said that, the paper
arose to talk about the experience of
Puerto Ricans in the U.S. and the
island. He also said that for people
who check out the newspaper for the
first time, you may think that the
paper is an independetista newspaper, Mr. L6pez said that this is not
an independentista newspaper! On
the other hand it is a great source
for creating consciousness. He went
on to say, "Boricua is for people who
like to read."
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Currently, Boricua has writers from
around the country, Puerto Rico and
Cuba, contributing their talents for
free, all the writers are volunteers
and the paper is a non-for profit. The
paper does not only display exceptional writings; it also captures art
from great artists such as Antonio
Martorell, Dennis Mario Rivera, John
Col6n, Juan Silva, Lisette Lugo and
Ram6n L6pez himself. No other
newspaper could offer such a variety of information in just two editions. As a college student this paper can be particularly interesting to
you as you begin your search for information on world events. For those
that feel that this paper is only for
Puerto Ricans that's where your
wrong, Boricua will also look at
events that are occurring in Latin
Ameri ca the Caribbean and other
parts of the world. I feel that the
quality of this newspaper and the insight that this paper provides can be
extremely beneficial to a person who
is searching for more than one side
of the story. I urge Northeastern to
subscribe to Boricua and begin to
read a reader's newspaper.

Subscription Information:
Individual 12 editions $24
Institutions 12 editions $72
Contact Boricua at www.boricua53.com
All photography & ar twork
courtesy of Boricua.

U.P.R.S.

(Union for Puerto Rican Students)
invites you to experience Bomba, one of
Puerto Rico's cultural Expressions.
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